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ABSTRACT 
After the famous article of Moldotsove [10] in 1999 which initiate the theory of soft sets as a mathematical theory to deal 
with the uncertainty problems, many research works in the soft mathematics and its applications in various fields are 
appeared. In [17], the authers introduced a new definition of the soft metric function using the soft elements. By this 
definition each soft metric in view of Das and Samanta [6] is also a soft metric in our concept but the converse is not true. 
In the present paper, some soft topological properties are given in details, namely (soft compactness, soft sequentially 
compactness, continuity and uniformly continues of soft functions between soft topological spaces). We hope that the 
findings in thispaper will help researcher enhance and promote the further study on soft topology to carry out a general 
framework for their applications in practical life. 
Indexing terms/Keywords:   soft set; soft element; soft topology; soft metric; soft compact; soft sequen- 
tially compact;  ϵ−net; totally bounded; soft continuity; soft uniformly continous mapping. 
SUBJECT  CLASSIFICATION:  03E72, 08A72, 54E50 
1   Introduction 
 In 2012. Das and S.K. Samanta [6] have introduced the soft metric. In this paper the soft metric function d 
on X is defined as a metric function on the set of all soft points on X which is indeed the set E × X, since each 
ordered pair (e,x) ∈ E × X represent a soft point Pe
x. Which implies that the soft metric on X is not more than 
the usual metric on the product set E × X , which means that the soft dimension in the problem is totally 
absence. In the previous work [17], we introduce the soft metric function as a metric function on the set of 
all soft elements of X which are soft sets (F,A) such that F(e) is a singleton set in X for each e ∈ A ⊂ E,and the 
empty set otherwise [16]. By this de?nition each soft metric in view of Das and Samanta [6] is also a soft 
metric in our concept but the converse is not true. In this work, the soft compactness and the sequentially 
soft compactness are introduced and the relation between them on the soft metric topological spaces is 
considered as well. The concept of continuity and uniform continuity of soft functions between soft 
topological spaces is also presented. 
2   Preliminaries: 
In this section, The basic definitions and results of soft set theory which will be needed in the sequel are 
presented, [1, 10, 11, 12, 13]. Throughout this study, X refers to an initial universe P(X) is the power set of X, 
E is a set of parameters and A ⊆ E. 
Definition 2.1. ([10, 11, 13]) A soft set  F A on the universe X is defined as a set of ordered 
Pair 
                                                     F  = {(e,F (e)) : e E , F (e) P(X)},A A A   
where  F A : E → P(x), such that F (e) =  e AA    , and A is called the support of F A. The collection of all soft 
sets with support  A is denoted by P(X)EA. 
DeFnition 2.2. ([11]) Let FA = (F,A) and GB = (G,B) be two soft sets over X 
(1) (F,A) is called a soft subset of (G,B) denoted (F,A) (G,B)  if F(e) ⊆ G(e)∀,e ∈ 
A,A ⊆ B ⊆ E, and they are equals if (F,A) (G,B)  and  (G,B) (F,A) . 
(2) The union denoted by FA BG is the soft set  HC= (H,C) where C = A∪B and ∀c ∈ C 
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(3) The intersection denoted by FA BG is the soft set HC = (H,C), where C = A ∩ B and H(e) = F(e) ∩ G(e) ∀e 
∈ C. 
(4) The difference (H,A) denoted by (F,A) (G,B)  is defined by H(e) = F(e)−G(e) ∀e ∈ A. 
(5) The complement is denoted by (F A)
c  (X)EAP where (FA)
c : E → P(X) is a function given 
by  F c(e) = X − F(e) ∀e ∈ E, clearly ((F A )
c ) c= FA . 
Definition  2.3. ([11]) A soft set FA  over X is called a null soft set with support A, denoted by A if 
F(e) =  e A   and is called absolute soft set with support A denoted By  AX if F(e) =X e A  , A  E 
clearly (  )c= X and ( X )c=  . 
Definition 2.4. ([15]) Let (X)EEP and (Y)
K
KP  be the families of all soft sets over X and  Y , respectively. The 
mapping ( , )   is called a soft mapping from X to Y , where φ : X → Y and    : E → K are two mappings. 
Let FA  (X)
E
AP , the image of FA  under the soft mapping ( , )   is the soft set over Y denoted 
by ( , )  (FA) and denoted by 
                                    
Definition 2.5. ([5],[6]) A soft element with support A is a soft set such that F(e) = {xe 
} is a singleton set ∀e ∈ A. The collection of all soft elements is denoted by [x]AE
  where 
[X] = {{x} : x ∈ X}   {ϕ}. The collection of all soft elements with support  A  is sometimes denoted by Sel(X,A). 
Definition 2.6. ([17]) A soft singleton with support  A  is a soft set with support  A  such that 
,F(e)={x} e A, E(e)=x X       for e A . The collection of all soft singletons on X with support A is 
denoted by  {x}AE   and sometimes denoted by Ss(X,A). 
Definition 2.7. ([6]) A soft point is a soft set with a singleton support and a singleton 
image such that F(e) = {x}, for some e ∈ E and is denoted by  xeP . The collection of all soft points denoted by 
E X  or  Sp(X,E). 
Definition 2.8. ([17]) A soft member is a soft set with singleton support and is denoted by (e,F(e)). The 
collection of all soft member is denoted by  P(X)Ee or  Sm(X,E)e. 
Remark 2.1. It is clear that: (i) Any soft element i.e any member of [X]EA   is a union of 
soft points, i.e, members of   A X . 
(ii) Any members of  P(X)EA  i.e any soft set is a union of soft elements i.e. member of  [x]
A
E  and also of  
A X . 
For simplicity, we will use the notations     , , ,      to denote the soft elements, for example 
                                                                = {(e,{x e }),e ∈ A}   [X]
E
A  . 
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Definition 2.9. ([17]) A soft element   = {(e,{x e }),e ∈ A}, is said to belongs to a soft set F A , denoted by 
 FA , if {x e} ⊂ F(e) ∀e ∈ A ⊆ E. 
Definition 2.10. ([17]) Two soft elements  = {(e,{x e }),e ∈ A},  = {(e,{ye }),e ∈ A}  are said to be equals if 
(e,{x e }) = (e,{y e ∀e ∈ A  i.e.  x e = y e . Thus,     iff  x e   y e , for some  e ∈ A. 
Proposition 2.1. ([17]) (i) Every soft subset (F,A) ,A ∈ E can be considered as a union of its soft elements. 
Specially it can be considered as a union of soft elements all with the same support  A. 
(ii) Every soft element is a union of a collection of one point support soft elements. 
Definition 2.11. A soft subset is called uncountable if it is not a union of countable set of 
soft elements, and it is countable if it is not uncountable . 
Definition 2.12. A soft subset is called infinite if it is not a union of a finite collection of 
soft sets, and it is finite if it is not infinite. 
       We are going to define and give some properties of soft real numbers 
Definition 2.13. ([5]) A soft real set is a parameterized collection of bounded subsets of real numbers, P b 
(R).The collection of all soft real sets is denoted by  P (R)Eb A . 
Definition 2.14. ([17]) By a soft real number we mean a soft element of real numbers with support  A  which 
is a parametrized collection of real numbers denoted by  r  i.e.   [R]EAr   and is called a soft  +ve real 
number if   [R ]EAr
  where [R + ] = {{r} : r ∈ R + }   {ϕ}. 
 In the case of the real numbers as a universal set we have the following concepts: 
Definition 2.15. ([17]) (i) A soft singleton  +ve real number  r  is a non-negative soft real number with 
support  A  such that 
                                             
and is denoted by   {r}EA   for some  r ∈ R
 + . 
(ii) A soft point  +ve  real no. is a non-negative soft real number with a singleton support and singleton image 
such that  r (e) = {r}, e ∈ A , r ∈ R +  and the collection of all soft points+ve  real numbers is denoted by A × R 
+ . 
(iii) A soft element of real number is a soft set  r = {(e,{r e }) : e ∈ A , re ∈ R} with support A ∈ E  
(iv) A soft member  +ve  real no is a non-negative soft real number subset with a singleton support and is 
denoted by  P(R )Ee
  . 
An ordered relation on the set of all soft real number elements is given in the following definition: 
Definition 2.16. ([17]) (i) For two soft real number elements with support A ⊂ E   , [R]EAr l
 r  , r = {{r e },e ∈ 
A}, l = {{l e },e ∈ A}, 
                                                        r   l  and  l   r  if r e ≤ l e ∀e ∈ A. 
(ii) For r  = {{r e } : e ∈ A}}, l  = {{l e } : e ∈ A}} [R]
E
A  define the operation ⊕ on [R]
E
A   by 
                                                          r  ⊕ l  = {{r e + l e } : e ∈ A} [R]
E
A  , 
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and the operation ⊖ on [R]EA by 
                                                            r  ⊖ l  = {{r e − l e } : e ∈ A} [R]
E
A , 
Definition 2.17. ([15]) A soft topology T is a family of soft sets over X satisfying the following properties. 
(1)  ,X   , 
(2) If F A ,G B  , then F A  G B  , 
(3) If (F A ) λ  ,∀ λ ∈ Λ, then   λ∈Λ (F A ) λ  . 
The triple (X, ,E) is called a soft topological space over X. Every member of   is called 
soft open.  A soft set G B is called soft closed in (X, ,E) if (G B ) 
c   .The family of all soft 
closed sets in X is denoted by  ′ . 
Definition 2.18. ([3]) Let (X,  ,E) be a soft topological space. A subcollection B of  is 
called a base for   if every member of  can be expressed as a union of members of  B. 
Definition 2.19. ([15]) Let (X,  ,E) be a soft topological space, F A be a soft set over  X  and  [X]
E
E  . Then, 
FA is called a soft neighborhood of   if there exists a soft open set  G B  such that    B AG F   . The 
neighborhood system of a soft element  , denoted by  N  (  ), is 
the family of all its neighborhoods.  
Definition 2.20. ([19]) Let (X,   ,E) be a soft topological space, F A  (X)
E
A AF P  then ∀ A ∈  E, we have the 
following definitions : 
(1)The soft closure of (F A ) is the soft set (F,A) =  {G A : G A 
' and    F A G A }. 
(2) The soft interior of  (F A )  is the soft set (F,A) 
◦ =  {G A : G A  and   G A F A }. 
(3) The soft boundary of  (F A  )  is the soft set  B(F,A) = (F,A)   (F,A)
c  . 
Definition 2.21. ([17]) Consider the collection of all soft elements of  X  with support equal to or contained in  
E.  A mapping  d S : [X]
E
E  × [X]
E




   is said to be soft metric or distance on the soft set (X,E) if d S 
satisfies the following conditions 
(d 1 )      ( , ) 0 , [X]
E
s Ed       
  
(d 2 )  ( , ) 0sd   
 iff     
(d 3 )       ( , ) ( , ) , [X]
E
s s Ed d          
(d 4 )          ( , ) ( , ) ( , ) , , [X]
E
s s s Ed d d              
To have a natural relation between the soft metric structures and the metric structures we reconsider a 
special case of soft metrics in which the soft distance is defined between soft elements with the same 
support only. 
Definition 2.22. ([17]) A soft metric d S on [X]
E
E  is called equal support soft metric  or (E−soft metric) 
denoted by d ES if the conditions (d 1 ),(d 2 ),(d 3 ),(d 4 ) in definition are holds for soft elements   , ,    with 
equal supports and (d ES (  ,  ))(e) = 0 ∀e   support  . 
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In the following proposition we show that a given soft metric on (X,E) can be generate a collection of usual 
pseudo-metrics or metrics on X. 
Proposition 2.2. ([17]) Given a soft metric d S on (X,E), d S : [X]
E
E  × [X]
E




  .For every pair of points 
(x,y)  of  X , consider the soft singletons   ,x y  and consider the soft distance between them d S (  ,x y ) = {(e, 
{r e }) : e ∈ E} = r . For every parameter  e ∈ E  consider the  +ve real valued function, d e (x,y)  given by d e 
(x,y) = r e . Then,  d e  is a usual pseudo metric on  X  i.e. d S  generate a collection of usual pseudo metrics {d e 
: e ∈ E}  on   X. 
Definition 2.23. ([17]) Consider a soft metric space (X,E,d S ) and let Y A   be any soft  subset of  (X,E).The soft 




   given by 
Sd(Y A ) = sup{d S (  ,  ) :  ,  [Y]
E
A  }. 
In other word, if d S (  ,  ) = {(e,{r e (  ,  )}) : e ∈ E} then,  
Sd(Y A ) = {sup{(e,{r e (  ,  )}) : e ∈ A};  ,  [Y]
E
A } 
= {(e,{sup{r e (  ,  )} : e ∈ A};  ,  [Y]
E
A }. 
Also, a soft subset  Y A  is called bounded if ∃  a soft real number  d  for which  Sd(Y A ) d . 
Definition 2.24. ([17]) Let  d S  be a soft metric on (X,E). For any soft element   ={(e,{x e }) : e ∈ A}  [X]
E
E  
and any  +ve  soft real number   r = {(e,{r e }) : e ∈ E}  [R ]
E
E
  .The soft open ball with center   and radius  
r , denoted by  SB (  , r )  is defined by 
                                               SB (  , r )  =  {   : d S (  ,  )  r }, 
where   = {(e,{y e }) : e ∈ B}   [X]
E
E  , where  A , B  are arbitrary subsets of  E. 
Also the soft closed ball with center ˜ α and radius ˜ r denoted by 
                                                         SB [  , r ]  =  {   : d S (  ,  )  r }. 
Corollary 2.1. ([17]) The collection of all soft open balles in any soft metric space (X,E,d S ) is a base for a soft 
topology denoted by  
Sd
  on  (X,E). 
De?nition 2.25. ([17]) Let (X,E,d S ) be any soft metric space. A sequence {  n : n ∈ N}  of soft elements is said 




   , i.e. for every 
soft real number   0 , there exists a natural number  n   such that   ( , )nSd  
   ∀n > n  .   is called a 
limit soft element of  {  n  }. 
Theorem 2.1. ([17]) Limit of sequence in a soft metric space if exists is unique. 
Definition 2.26. ([17]) Let (X,E,d S ) be any soft metric space,  F A   be any soft subset and     be a soft 
element of  (X,E).    is called a soft limit element of  F A  if (SB (  ,  )  {  })  F A   for every soft real 
number   0  . The union of all the soft limit elements of  F A  is called the derived set of  F A  denoted by 
d
AF  
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Definition 2.27. ([17]) A sequence {  n : n ∈ N}  of soft elements in a soft metric space (X,E,d S ) is called a 
cauchy sequence if for every soft real number   [R ]EE

  , there exists a natural number  
n    such that d S 
(  n ,  m)    ∀n,m n  . 
Definition 2.28. ([17]) A soft metric space (X,E,d S ) (respectively a soft subset Y A  of  (X,E))  is called complete 
metric space if every cauchy sequence in  (X,E)  (respectively in Y A ), converges to a soft element in (X,E) 
(respectively in Y A ).  
3    Soft Compactness in Soft Metric Spaces 
In this section, we introduce the concept of soft compactness and sequentially soft compactness in the soft 
metric spaces. 
De?nition 3.1. Let (X,E, 
Sd
 )  be a soft topological space and W B ⊆ X 
1. A collection {(F A ) α : α ∈ Γ}  of soft open sets is called a soft open cover of  X , if it is 
satisfies  W B  AF  .  A finite subcollection of a soft open cover {(F A ) α : α ∈ Γ}  of  W B  is called a finite 
subcover of {(F A ) α : α ∈ Γ}. 
2. W B  is called soft compact if every soft open cover of W B  has a finite subcover. 
Definition 3.2. Let (X,E,d S )  be a soft metric space ,(X,E,d S ) is called a soft sequential compact metric space 
if every soft sequence has a soft subsequence that converges in  X. 
In the following, we give the relation between an equal support soft compact space (soft sequentially 
compact soft metric space) and the parametrized collection of compact spaces (sequentially compact metric 
spaces) generated by it. 
Proposition 3.1. If (X,E,d ES ) is a soft sequentially compact soft metric space, then (X,d e ) is sequentially 
compact metric space for each e ∈ E, where {(X,d e ) : e ∈ E} is a parametrized collection of metric spaces 
generated by (X,E,d ES ) . 
Proof. Let (X,E,d ES ) be an equal support soft sequentially compact soft metric space and let {(X,d e ) : e ∈ E} 
be the parametrized collection of metric spaces generated by (X,E,d ES ) (proposition (2.2) ). 
If  { en : n ∈ N} be a convergent sequence in (X,d e ) for each  e ∈ E, then for each  n ∈ N, 

n = {(e, 
e
n ) : e ∈ 
E}  is a soft element in (X,E,d ES ), where  n (e) = 
e
n  and then  
S = {  n  : n ∈ N} is a convergent sequence of 
equal support soft elements in (X,E,d ES ). Consequently, S = {  n  : e ∈ N} has a subsequence of equal 
support soft elements   SS ={  kn  : n k ∈ N}  which converges in (X,E,d ES ).  This implies that for each e ∈ E, 
the sequence { en  : n ∈ N} has a subsequence { k
e
n : n ∈ N}  that converges in (X,d e ). 
Proposition 3.2. If  (X,E,
Sd
 ) is a soft compact , then (X,d e )  is compact for each e ∈ E, 
where {(X,d e ) : e ∈ E} is a parametrized collection of metric spaces generated by  (X,E,d ES ). 
Proof. Straightforwards 
Proposition 3.3. Let  (X,E,d S ) be any soft metric space. (X,E,d ES ) is soft sequentially compact soft metric 
space then every infinite soft subset  F A  has a soft limit element. 
Proof. =⇒ Let  F A  be an infinite soft subset and  {  n  : n ∈ N}  be a sequence of soft elements in  F A . Then 
{  n : n ∈ N}  has a convergent subsequence of soft element {  kn : n k ∈ N} . Assume that {  kn : n k ∈ N} 
converges to a soft element   . Since for every soft real number  0  
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                                          SB (  ,  )  {  kn  : n k ∈ N}  SB (  ,  )  F A ,  
  is a soft limit element in  F A . 
Definition 3.3. Let  (X,E,d S ) be a soft metric space and let     be a soft real number. A collection of soft 
elements    = {    : λ ∈ Λ} is called a soft   -net in  (X,E,d S )  if  X =  λ∈Λ SB (   ,  ) =    AF SB (  ,  ) , 
where  F A =   =  {   : λ ∈ Λ}. 
Definition 3.4. A soft metric space  (X,E,d S )  is called totally bounded if for each soft real 
number  0 ,  there exists a finite soft  -net in  (X,E,d S ) . 
Lemma 3.1. Let (X,E,d S ) be a totally bounded soft metric space and     be any fixed soft 
real number, F A  be an infinite soft subset. Then there is an infinite soft subset G B  of  F A 
such that Sd(G B )   . 
Proof. Let  (X,E,d S )  be a totally bounded soft metric space and let    be a soft real number, 









Consequently, for any infinite soft subset  F A   of  X , F A = F A  X  =  1i
n
  F A 









)  is an infinite soft 
subset. So, Sd(G B )   . 
Theorem 3.1. Let (X,E,d S ) be a soft metric space. (X,E,d S ) is totally bounded if and 
only if every soft sequence has a Cauchy soft subsequence in X. 
Proposition 4.2. Every soft uniformly continues mapping is soft continues. 
Proof. Straightforwards 
5    Conclusion 
In the previous paper, soft metric function is introduced using the soft elements of the space, examples and 
many properties are studied. Also, some soft topological properties are given.                                                     
In this paper, a sequel of the previous work is introduced such as soft compactness and soft sequentially 
compact soft metric space. Later we give the concepts of ˜ ϵ−net and totally bounded soft metric spaces. 
Finally, we present the concept of soft continuity and soft uniformly continues of soft mappings and we 
investigate some important theorems in details. 
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